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The Geo Chair is a modern industrial
inspired piece with curved back and
legs in black finish and rattan seat
that adds a touch of rustic charm.
H: 32' x W: 21' x D: 19'

Abstract paper arranged in stellar
designs over natural linen inside an
acrylic box.
H: 36' x W: 36' x D: 4

Abstract paper arranged in starburst
design over natural linen in fir wood
frame.
H: 63' x W: 63' x D: 2'

Iron clock with cutout roman numeral
numbers in distressed gold finish. 
H: 49' x W: 49' x D: 2'

Mirror with fan pattern textured metal
in gold finish.
H: 39' x W: 39' x D: 2'

Scalloped elongated sectioned mirror
in antiqued blue finish.
H: 52' x W: 32' x D: 2'

Elongated floor/wall mirror with
arched silhouette in antique gold
finish.
H: 65' x W: 14' x D: 2'

Single bench upholstered in natural
linen on metal crossed legs in gold
finish.
H: 19' x W: 26' x D: 18'

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/tsomnf8nzdbkmwq/AADyeb5sVMzrPXMFryYMG_UIa?dl=0
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COMPANY INFORMATION
Zentique was established in 2002 as a small privately owned business in home furnishings and décor, and has consistently been committed to a
timeless design combined with satisfying customer service. We strive to lead the industry with fresh trends, and throughout the years, our
eclectic line has expanded to include vintage, contemporary, and transitional styles. We will be introducing new lighting and wall decor this
spring! We invite you to stop by and take a look at the newest pieces we have to offer.
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